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Statistics of wages in manufacturing industries
Sixteenth Census of the United States
Basic Steel Arbitration Information Bulletins
Report on the Statistics of Wages in Manufacturing Industries
Digest, Covering Cases from 1946 to 1962MORE THAN MEN He was a potent package… And he moved into the ranch next door. From across the
range, John Jarvis's denim-clad swagger was downright sexy. Up close he was more man, more cowboy
than Paige Kenton could have dreamed. But strange things—unexplainable things, too—started to happen
the moment John came to town. Things he wouldn't discuss. Only the way he made Paige feel frightened
her more. His caress seared her flesh with the intensity of a branding iron. Could she have imagined his
touch was so heated, so electrified? Or could his mysterious power have been more than skin-deep…?
House documents
Host Bibliographic Record for Boundwith Item Barcode 30112124381119
Accident Insurance Manual 1917Steel Arbitration
By applying their abundant natural resources to ironmaking early in the eighteenth century, Americans soon made themselves felt
in world markets. After the Revolution, ironmakers supplied the materials necessary to the building of American industry, pushing
the fuel efficiency and productivity of their furnaces far ahead of their European rivals. In American Iron, 1607-1900, Robert B.
Gordon draws on recent archaeological findings as well as archival research to present an ambitious, comprehensive survey of
iron technology in America from the colonial period to the industry's demise at about the turn of the twentieth century. Closely
examining the techniques -- the "hows" -- of ironmaking in its various forms, Gordon offers new interpretations of labor, innovation,
and product quality in ironmaking, along with references to the industry's environmental consequences. He establishes the high
level of skills required to ensure efficient and safe operation of furnaces and to improve the quality of iron product. By mastering
founding, fining, puddling, or bloom smelting, ironworkers gained a degree of control over their lives not easily attained by others.
Tenth Census of the United States, 1880: Wages in manufacturing
With Supplementary Reports on the Average Retail Prices of Necessaries of Life, and on Trades Societies, and Strikes and
Lockouts
Iron and Steel Industry Position Descriptions and Classifications ...: Blooming, slabbing and billet mills, blooming and slabbing
mills, billet mill
Cinderman
Court of Appeals: State of New York
After returning home after 15 years in Alaska the author found her ex-husband back home very
ill with AIDS. The story told is of the author's time spent caring for him after the
devastating diagnosis of AIDS. It is told through her journal entries relating his struggle,
and how their relationship evolved and seemed cast into something planned ahead of time by a
higher power. The personal entries weave dreams, premonitions, prayers, and losses, winding
them around their memories to shape their very own world and reason for existence in the pages
of this book. It is said to be both moving and hard to lay down.
A Directory of Plans and Contracts of the Leading Stock and Mutual Accident Companies with I.
Hints to Agents. II. Forms of Policies. III. Classification of Occupations ...
Census Reports Tenth Census
United States Congressional Serial Set
Mr. Cinderman Died at Sixty-Eight
Classified Index of Occupations. Occupation Classification Based on the Standard Classification
Reporter Suzanna Molloy is looking for the story that will change her world, and she’s pretty sure that
story is Dr. Daniel Crompton, a gorgeous, grumpy genius, obsessively working in his lab on something
secret. Suzanna loves secrets, and she’s not averse to gorgeous geniuses, either, so a trip to Compton
Labs is a moral imperative. Daniel Compton is working on a project he knows will change the world.
Instead, a lab explosion changes him, giving him fantastic powers. But with great powers come great
enemies, and now he’s on the run with Susanna, stuck with a power that’s hard to control and a
woman who’s hard to resist.
American Iron, 1607-1900
Cost of Production: Iron, Steel, Coal, Etc
Classified Index of Occupations
The Plurality of Power
Annual Report of the Commissioner of Labor

How do people experience power within capitalist societies? Research presented here explicitly addresses the notion of pluralistic
power, which encompasses both productive and oppressive forms of power and acknowledges that nuanced and multifaceted power
relations can exist in combination with binary dynamics such as domination and resistance. This volume addresses growing interests
in linking past and present power relationships engendered by capitalism and in conducting historical archaeology as anthropology.
The Plurality of Power: Industrial Capitalism and the Nineteenth-Century Company Town of Fayette, Michigan, explores the subtle
distribution of power within American industrial capitalism through a case study of a company town. Issues surrounding power and
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agency are explored in regard to three heuristic categories of power. In the first category, the company imposed a system of
structural, class-based power that is most visible in hierarchical differences in pay and housing, as well as consumer behavior. A
second category addresses disciplinary activities surrounding health and the human body, as observed in the built environment,
medical artifacts, disposal patterns of industrial waste, incidence of intestinal parasites, and unequal access to healthcare. The third
ensemble of power relations is heterarcical and entwined with non-economic capital (social, symbolic, and cultural). Individuals and
groups drew upon different forms of capital to bolster social status and express identity both within and apart from the corporate
hierarchy. The goal in combining these diverse ideas is to explore the plurality of power relationships in past industrial contexts and
to assert their relevance in the anthropology of capitalism.
Red-Hot Ranchman
A Directory of Plans and Contracts of the Leading Stock and Mutual Accident Companies ...
Accident insurance manual
Steelworkers Arbitration Awards
Meridians 12-23
The sixth annual poetry anthology from the Revolutionary Poets Brigade
An Archaeology of Industrial Capitalism
The Textiles and Glass
Census Reports Tenth Census: Report on the statistics of wages in manufacturing industries; with supplementary reports on the
average retail prices of necessaries of life, and on trades societies, and strikes and lockouts
Hiv Caregiver Journal
Fifteenth Census of the United States
While historians have given ample attention to stories of entrepreneurship, invention, and labor
conflict, they have told us little about actual work-places and how people worked. Workers seldom
wrote about their daily employment. However, they did leave behind their tools, products, shops,
and factories as well as the surrounding industrial landscapes and communities. In this book, Gordon
and Malone look at the industrialization of North America from the perspective of the industrial
archaeologist. Using material evidence from such varied sites as Indian steatite quarries, automobile
plants, and coal mines, they examine manufacturing technology, transportation systems, and the
effects of industrialization on the land. Their research greatly expands our understanding of industry
and focuses attention on the contributions of anonymous artisans whose skills shaped our industrial
heritage.
Iron and Steel Industry Position Descriptions and Classifications ...: Open hearth furnace, Bessemer
converter, electric furnace
Pittsburgh Surveyed
Something Lovingly Planned
Accident Insurance Manual
Serial set (no.0-3099)

From 1909-1914 the Pittsburgh Survey brought together statisticans, social workers,
engineers, lawyers, physicians, economists, and city planners to study the effects of
industrialization on the city of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh Surveyed examines the accuracy
and the impact of the influential Pittsburgh Survey, emphasizing its role in the social
reform movement of the early twentieth century.
Overthrowing Capitalism, Volume Six
Social Science and Social Reform in the Early Twentieth Century
An Archaeological View of the Industrialization of North America
The Texture of Industry
The Medical examination for life insurance and its associated clinical methods
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